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faz workshops 
The revolution in the manufacture of objects is happening, product design is at the service of the user-
maker:  DO IT with your hands!
Are carpentry workshops for beginners focused on the democratization of carpentry, designed to 
promote the pleasure of building something with our own hands without complications, just fun!

tools time capacity

FAZ a chair

The design focus of this armchair is the 
use of only two wood references: batten 
and board. The use of basic tools, little 
construction time, without compromising 
ergonomics, functionality or aesthetics are
also values in its design.

Mandatory:
Hammer, 
handsaw, tape 
measure and 
pencil.
Opcional:
Screwdriver with 
PZ2 tip and 
square.

6h 5 adults

FAZ a kid's chair, parents and children

This chair has been specially designed to 
be very easy to build. Each chair will be 
sized according to the height of the child. 
It is made of pine wood with glue and 
nails, without a saw, then just give free 
rein to creativity and color it.

Mandatory:
Hammer, tape 
measure and 
pencil.
Opcional:
Screwdriver with 
PZ2 tip and 
square.

6h 4 children (4 
-12 age) 
accompanied

FAZ a children's desk, parents and children

This desk was specially designed to be 
very easy to build. The special feature of 
this desk is that it can be used in two 
heights: 50 or 65 cm, just by removing the 
top, rotating the structure and fixing the 
top again, thus being suitable for children 
from 4 to 10 years old.

Mandatory:
Hammer, tape 
measure and 
pencil.
Opcional:
Screwdriver with 
PZ2 tip and 
square.

6h 4 children (4 
-12 age) 
accompanied
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FAZ a quick stool

Standard material, few tools and quick 
construction are the main features of this 
workshop. Suitable for events open to the 
public with free participation.

 

Mandatory:
Screwdriver with 
PZ2 tip

3h 6 adults or  
accompanied
children

FAZ a table

This table has stabilized legs without 
joinery, the use of fittings or hardware, so 
it is indicated to be built by beginners in 
carpentry, with basic tools and in a short 
period of time.

Mandatory:
Hammer,  tape 
measure and 
pencil.
Opcional:
Screwdriver with 
PZ2 tip, clamps 
and square.

6h 5 adults

FAZ a pallete bench

This workshop was designed to equip 
spaces with bench seats. The trainees 
build the bench with pallets, reclaimed or 
purchased wood, the design being 
adapted to the dimensions of the available
materials.

    

Mandatory:
Hammer, 
handsaw, tape 
measure and 
pencil.
Opcional:
Screwdriver with 
PZ2 tip.

4h 10 adults

FAZ a twig stool

This workshop is designed for larger 
groups of children monitored by 1 adult 
for every 5 children over 8 years old. The 
materials are twigs, old cotton fabric and 
glue. Tools are scissors and brush.

   

Mandatory:
Scissors and 
brush.

3h 15 children 
(from 8 years
old, with 2 
assistants)

FAZ a escola feliz

This workshop was created to build 
objects for the primary school playground.
These are: playhouse, table, ball maze and
sandbox. Involving the entire community 
and with very low resources like pallets.

    

Mandatory:
Hammer, 
Screwdriver with 
PZ2 tip, handsaw, 
tape measure and
pencil.
Opcional:
square and 
brushs.

8h 3 to 20
adults and 
children 
(from 4 years
old)  
accompanied
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FAZ a paper kite

Canes, twine and paper to create a kite 
that flies with just a breeze. In this 
workshop, children and adults build kites 
and learn to fly them.

Mandatory:
Scissors
Opcional:
Brush and pencil.

1 a 2h 8 adults and 
children 
(from 4 years
old)  
accompanied

FAZ on Christmas

This Christmas parents will be Santa's 
elves and will build very special toys: a 
dump truck or a baby stroller with a hood. 
From a reused wooden box we build 
robust wooden toys for long play.

Mandatory:
Hammer, tape 
measure and 
pencil.
Opcional:
square and 
brushs.

14h
(in 4 
days)

4 adults

FAZ with 3D printed parts

Standard material, 3D printed connectors 
and little time to equip a space with 
shelves, tables and chairs. For participants 
with some experience.

Mandatory:
Screwdriver with 
PZ2 tip, drill bit, 
tape measure and
pencil.
Opcional:
 Square.

Min.

3h
+ 3 adults

FAZ a cereal box cardboard toy mask 

Find out what a mold is, what the 
"tweezers" are for, there is glue made in 
the kitchen and you can eat it!, animals 
have different nose shapes than ours, 
there are happy and cute mouth shapes, 
when the mask rips I know how I can 
make another one, I can keep the elastic 
until I get old and recycle the cardboard.

Mandatory:
Scissors and 
stapler.
Opcional:
Brush and pencil.

1 a 2h 8 adults and 
children 
(from 4 years
old)  
accompanied

5 de Março de 2022, Leiria
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